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ABSTRACT
In spoken dialogue systems, dialogue modeling is one of the
most important factors for contributing to user satisfaction
improvement. Especially in Example-Based Dialogue Modeling (EBDM), effective methods to build dialogue example
databases and to select response utterances from examples
are the keys for improving dialogue quality. In dialogue corpora, it often have plural appropriate responses for one utterance. However, the system merges these plural appropriate
responses into the one system response, thus, it does not try
to use plural responses properly by user preference. In fact,
responses that each user thinks to be preferable are different.
In this paper, we propose a framework that select an appropriate response from plural appropriate response candidates
satisfies users. It has a multi-response example database, and
selects an appropriate response based on collaborative filtering. Experimental results showed that the proposed framework were successfully choosing appropriate responses, considering multi-response candidates improves user satisfaction
to 4.1 from 3.7 of single response, and the adaptive response
selection method increased user satisfaction from 3.7 to 4.3.
Index Terms— Example-based Dialogue System, Response Selection, User Adaptation, Collaborative Filtering
1. INTRODUCTION
Example-based dialogue modeling (EBDM) is a data-driven
approach for deploying dialogue systems that generates responses from a dialogue example database [1, 2]. Particularly
for non-task-oriented dialogues, EBDM framework which
chooses appropriate responses from an existing database
presents a light-weight yet feasible alternative to more traditional methods (which require separate language under3 He
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standing, dialogue management, and generation modules).
Within the framework, two elements contribute to the success of the dialogue modeling: the size and quality of the
example database, and response selection method from the
database. Databases are generally constructed from available data sources such as human-to-human conversation log
databases [3], movie or television scripts [4, 5], or Twitter
logs [6].
Within this framework, the example database consists of
pairs of a query and a response q, r. Given a user utterance
q  , the EBDM system calculates the similarity between q  and
every q to fing the most similar query q̂ to the user utterance
q  , and uses the corresponding response r̂ to q̂. The similarity between q and q  are defined by TF-IDF weighted vector
space similarity [7], WordNet-based syntactic-semantic similarity [5], or recursive neural network-based paraphrase detection [8] in previous researches of EBDM.
General example database consist of queries which have
a single response r each other, however, this assumption does
not always works. These are some queries that can have several response candidates. For example, for the query “What
shall we eat today?” we can easily imagine some responses as
“Anything to eat is good for me,” “Today is cold, let’s make
stew,” or “I know you’re going to make me cook dinner,” and
the choice of a response is affected by some states, such as
preference of user.
In this paper, we constructed a example database for
EBDM which has multiple responses for one query, and proposed two methods to select the most appropriate response
for users to improve their satisfaction. The first method is
the static which chooses the response has the highest average evaluation score by human annotators (Section 4.2.1).
The second is the adaptivewith the selection score which
considers the user’s preference (Section 4.2.2).
Specifically, the ADAPTIVE method is based on two components: predicting user satisfaction using user feedback and
collaborative filtering. For predicting user satisfaction, we
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focus on utterances in which the user gives feedback about
the system response to estimate satisfaction using a Support
Vector Regression [9] model (Section 3). Next, we adapt
the response utterances of EBDM with the predicted satisfaction and collaborative filtering [10]. Collaborative filtering
is a technique used in recommendation systems to estimate
a user’s preference based on the preference of other similar
users. We apply this technique by comparing estimated satisfaction sequences of users. In the experimental evaluation
(Section 5), the static method is better than baselines which
does not consider multiple response examples, and the adaptive method is the best in all models.
2. DATA COLLECTION
2.1. Example Database Collection
As mentioned in the introduction, there are many methods
to construct large and high-quality example databases for
EBDM. However, it do not try to construct the multiple response example database. In this paper, we followed Murao
et al, [3] in simply constructing our database manually, generally used in example database constructing.
Note that each example has responses created by multiple
writers. Because of this, each example utterance q has a set of
multiple potential responses r, and thus our example database
e can be expressed as a set of pairs of queries and response
sets
q, r ∈ e.
(1)
This is a generalization of traditional EBDM, where each
query q has only a single response, and thus |r| = 1.
As our target, we assume a situation where a user talks to
a dialogue system on a daily basis, and thus choose utterances
that appear in daily life. We create 14 events that the user may
experience in a day, and have 7 human utterance writers create utterances to match each event, resulting in a total of 511
unique utterances. To create responses to these utterances, we
ask 15 human response writers to fill in blanks following each
user utterance, and an example database is created using the
examples constructed by each human writer. Out of the 15 examples, there were averages of 12 unique responses for each
user utterance. In Table 1, we show an example of an event,
utterances and responses created by the writers.
2.2. Satisfaction Annotation
The aim of our proposed method is to find responses that maximize user satisfaction, and thus the next step in our data collection is to collect responses annotated with satisfactions, as
well as annotator feedback utterances.
In this annotation, the definition of satisfaction is important. In the well-known PARADISE framework [11, 12] for
task-based dialogue, satisfaction is calculated by asking the
user several subjective questions after the dialogue completes,
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and averaging the scores for each question into a total satisfaction score. These questions are related to task success, response delay, response quality, and other topics, with a heavy
weight on task success. However, in the case of non-taskoriented dialogue, these questions cannot be applied directly.
Therefore, following Yang et al. [13], we judge overall satisfaction with responses with a single question “Do you think
that this is a satisfactory response?”, and have the user reply
to this single question on a 1ʕ6 Likert scale, where 1 is “I
don’t think so” and 6 is “I think so.”
To collect this data, the annotator first views the reply of
the dialogue system for each input and decides a satisfaction
score on a scale of 1–6. The user then can make a feedback utterance, which is a verbal expression of their satisfaction with
the system’s response. We show an example of inputs, system
responses, feedback utterances, and annotated satisfactions in
Table 2, and we explain these in detail in the following paragraphs.
In most cases it is an unreasonable burden on the user
to annotate explicit satisfaction scores while the dialogue
progresses. On the other hand, in many cases the user may
provide implicit feedback regarding the goodness of the response. For example, when the dialogue system makes a
funny joke, the user may laugh or praise the system. These
user feedback utterances express the user’s opinion or feeling
about the response, and it is useful to estimate satisfaction
at test time using these utterances, removing the need for
explicit annotation. Thus, we propose to predict user satisfaction score directly by analyzing this feedback. The
satisfaction prediction method is used with our proposed
adaptive method (Section 4.2) which requires knowledge of
satisfaction of the actual user. To create the data for the satisfaction prediction method, annotators are told to perform a
feedback utterance as a option (non-essential). When there is
no annotator feedback, it is treated as an instance of “null”
feedback.
For convenience, we define a triplet of user utterance, response utterance, and annotator feedback utterance as a “triturn” [5]. In the end, we collected satisfaction annotated triturns from 5 annotators for 15 example databases corresponding to each response writer. The corpus totals 2,555 tri-turns
including 2,056 non-null annotator feedbacks. We normalize
satisfaction by Z-score1 for each annotator for the purpose
of reducing differences between annotators. In the annotation, annotators viewed response and gave feedback by using a text-based chat interface, using each database separately
(explained in Section 4.1).
3. PREDICTING SATISFACTION FROM FEEDBACK
In this section, we propose a method for predicting numerical
user satisfaction score using user feedback utterances. Some
1 Z-score

is a method that normalizes score so μ = 0, σ 2 = 1.

Table 1. Examples of events and pairs of utterance and responses (translated from Japanese)
Utterances
Responses
Events
Today is cold, let’s make stew.
What shall we eat today?
Anything to eat is good for me.
I know you’re going to make me cook dinner.
Yes, go ahead.
Eating dinner
Let’s eat.
Please eat a lot.
Sure, let’s eat.
What will you have to drink?
Let’s have some liquor.
Me too.
Try to drink in moderation.
Table 2. A sample of tri-turns and annotation results (translated from Japanese)
Satisfaction
User utterance
System response
User feedback
Do I have any plans today?
Please check your calendar.
No, you tell me!
1
Please be quiet.
Umm... I’m sorry...
“null”
4
What shall we eat today?
Today is cold, let’s make stew.
Nice idea!
6
previous works tried to predict user satisfaction using N gram-based dialog history [14], collaborative filtering [13],
or analyzing “competence” and “certainty” [15]. However,
these works predicted the satisfaction in batch processing
after the each dialogue. In contrast, our method predicts turnby-turn while the dialogue is progressing for use in response
selection.
We predict user satisfaction in each tri-turn using Support
Vector Regression [9], which has proven effective in previous
work on dialogue quality estimation [16]. For the t-th tri-turn
in the training data, we have a labeled satisfaction score st
which is to be estimated by a regression model R(mt ) given
the user feedback utterance mt as input. As input variables
of the regression, we use occurrences of words, word classes
defined by Japanese Word Net [17], and sentiment orientation
scores calculated by a sentiment lexicon [18]. Specifically, we
use the following features:
• Flag about
user feedback mt exists or not.
 whether

fmt ∈ 0, 1

classes allow these features to generalize. The sentiment lexicon features intuitively capture information such as “utterances including sentimentally charged words express positive
or negative opinions about the previous utterance.”
Based on these features, we construct the user satisfaction
prediction model with Support Vector Regression (SVR) [9],
which has previously seen success in dialogue quality estimation [16].

4. RESPONSE SELECTION
4.1. Single Response Baseline
Most EBDM methods select a single response r associated
with query q from example database e with the highest similarity to user utterance q  :
q̂, r̂ = argmax sim(q  , q).
q,r∈e

• Countsof n-grams in user feedback
mt .

wt = wt,1 , wt,2 , . . . , wt,N
• Counts
 of word classes inuser feedback mt .
ct = ct,1 , ct,2 , . . . , ct,M
• Flag about whether a word in the sentiment lexicon st
exists 
in user
 feedback mt or not.
fst ∈ 0, 1
• Vector containing maximum, smallest and average of
sentiment
mt .
 scores for user feedback

st = st,max , st,min , st,ave
Here, the word n-gram features allow the classifier to flexibly
learn expressions that represent user satisfaction, and word
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(2)

In this paper, we use edit distance as similarity measure
sim(q  , q), as it is one of the most simple and effective algorithms to measure string similarity [19].
In our actual data, we have multiple responses r for each
query, so we create two baselines to simulate how standard
EBDM systems would act in this situation. The first, RAN DOM , randomly chooses from the potential responses r, simulating a situation where we don’t consider quality of responses
at all. The second baseline, MAXDB notes that in Section 2.2,
we have 15 different writers who create example bases, and
selects the single writer that achieves the highest satisfaction.
This simulates a situation where we can collect a high quality
single example base from a skilled writer.

4.2. Selection from Multiple Responses
In this section, we describe two proposed method for selection
from multiples responses in EBDM. Both methods select the
query q that has the highest similarity to user utterance q  , and
obtain its corresponding response set r from multi-response
example database emulti :
q̂, r̂ = argmax sim(q  , q).
q,r∈emulti

(3)

Next, we select a response r that has the highest expected
satisfaction C(q, r) in response utterance candidates r:
q̂, r̂ = argmax C(q, r).
q,r∈q̂,r̂

(4)

We detail methods to calculate expected satisfaction C(q, r)
in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
4.2.1. Maximum Response using Average Satisfaction
Our first scoring method is entitled MAXR, for “maximum
response,” MAXR chooses the response that has the highest
average evaluation score by human annotators (Section 2.2).
This method is similar to MAXDB, but instead of having a
single skilled writer create an example base, we have multiple
writers create examples, and select the best example for each
particular query.
Every pair of query q and response r has several scores
annotated by different annotator, thus, we calculate the average satisfaction sq,r from the annotated satisfaction score
su,q,r of each annotator u ∈ U :
sq,r =

1 
su,q,r .
|U |

(5)

u∈U

We then define Cmaxr (q, r) = sq,r for the estimated satisfaction in Equation (4). While it considers multiple response
candidate, the selected response is static. It is invariant
throughout the dialogue, and not tailored to a specific user.
4.2.2. Adaptive Selection using Collaborative Filtering
The other method, named ADAPTIVE, is an adaptive method
which uses the satisfaction prediction explained in Section 3,
and collaborative filtering to adapt the response utterance to
the user based on annotators who has similar preference.
Collaborative filtering is a technique widely used in recommendation systems to fill in estimates of user preference
based on the preferences of other similar annotators. In spoken dialogue systems, collaborative filtering has been used to
model user utterances or user satisfaction [13, 20]. However,
these previous works use collaborative filtering only to evaluate the performance of the dialogue system or to predict user
utterances. In contrast, we use collaborative filtering to estimate user preference to select the certain response for user.
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We calculate expected satisfaction for the next system
utterance based on predicted user satisfaction of the previous utterances. We do this by using collaborative filtering
to compare the current user’s predicted satisfaction with previous utterances with the tendencies of each annotator in
the training
 data. Specifically,
 we estimate satisfaction data
sest = sest,1 , . . . , sest,|Le | where each value represents
the current user’s satisfaction
with a particular dialogue re

sponse in the list Le = q1 , r1,1 , q1 , r1,2 , . . . qv , rv,wv 
which enumerates all the query-response pairs in example
database e. At first, these are filled by 0, which is the middle
of the range of the normalized satisfaction score. Whenever a tri-turn passes, and the user makes a feedback utterance m, the system uses the satisfaction prediction model
R(m) of Section 3 to predict the user’s satisfaction to the
system response.
In the t-th tri-turn,
user satisfaction data


sest,t = sest,1 , . . . , sest,|Le | and user utterance q  are
given, and the system selects as a response the n-th example in Le , and finally the user replies a feedback utterance
mt . The system then estimates the user satisfaction for the
example using the satisfaction prediction model R(mt ), and
updates the n-the element of the user satisfaction data for the
next (t + 1)-th tri-turn:
sest,(t+1)


= sest,1 , . . . , sest,n−1 , R(mt ), sest,n+1 , . . . , sest,|Le |
(6)
The value of sest corresponding to this system response is
then updated to be equal to this predicted value.
Once the sest calculated, the system compares the current user’s predicted satisfaction
with each

 response sest and
annotated data su = su,1 , . . . , su,|Le | for each annotator
u ∈ U who participated in the satisfaction annotation described in Section 2.2. Finally, the system estimates the satisfaction of each response by multiplying the cosine similarity
between sest and su with the annotator’s satisfaction with the
response su,q,r where u ∈ U , r ∈ r and the average satisfaction of all users is sq,r :
Cadapt (q, r) =sq,r

+
(su,q,r − sq,r )cos(sest , su ). (7)
u∈U

In this formula, we regard the cosine similarity between the
two satisfaction vectors sest and su as the reliability that the
present user is similar to an annotator u in the training data.
5. EVALUATION
We evaluated the proposed method from two viewpoints:
accuracy of satisfaction prediction, and effectiveness of response selection.
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Fig. 2. Ablation tests for satisfaction prediction
5.1. Evaluation for Predicting Satisfaction
In the evaluation for satisfaction prediction, we measured the
Mean Squared Error (MSE) of predicted satisfaction for each
tri-turn using 10-fold cross validation. We also show a baseline that always chooses the average satisfaction. We calculated the confidence interval of each evaluation measure using
bootstrap resampling [21] with significance level p < 0.05.
In Figure 1, we show the accuracy of satisfaction prediction.
From this result, we can see that when we used the proposed
prediction model, error decreased significantly to 0.69 compared to 1.00 of the baseline.
To analyze the effectiveness of features, we show ablation
tests where we skip each variety of feature in Figure 2. From
this result, we can see that the surface features of words are
most effective. Features of word classes and the sentiment
lexicon are not as important, but do provide some benefit.
5.2. Evaluation for Response Selection
In the response selection evaluation, we took 8 subjects who
evaluate the responses provided by each response selection
model. The subjects view replies selected by each response
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selection model for each input and assign satisfaction values
for each reply. Thus, each subject gave a satisfaction score for
168 selected responses for 42 queries with 4 methods (RAN DOM , MAXDB , MAXR , ADAPTIVE ). The subjects also selected a response to which they want to reply and makes a
feedback utterance for the selected response.
We compared the two baseline systems using random selection RANDOM, and the the database of the most proficient
writer MAXDB, as described in Section 2.2, with the proposed
static response seletion method MAXR as in Section 4.2.1, and
the adaptive method ADAPTIVE as in Section 4.2.2.
Error bars are obtained with bootstrap resampling, and we
perform a pairwise bootstrap to measure significance of differences between each model (p < 0.05). In Figure 3, we
show the evaluation for response selection.
First, focusing on the difference between RANDOM and
MAXDB , we can see that we obtain a significant improvement by going from an example database in which quality
or consistency of the response is not considered to having an
example database with the highest average satisfaction. This
demonstrates the validity of our premise that not all responses
are created equal, and it is necessary to consider the quality

Turn
6

User
A

37

B

29

C

Table 3. Examples of response selection by each model (translated from Japanese)
User Utterance
System Responses
Sat.
Model
I take a shower.
Certainly.
3
RANDOM
When you take a shower, It seem to catch cold.
4
MAXDB
Have a nice shower, please warm.
6
MAXR
I prepare a change of clothes and a towel.
6
ADAPTIVE
Let me sleep a little more. You said woke you up.
2
RANDOM
It’s fine today.
5
MAXDB
I wake you up again at five minutes later.
6
MAXR , ADAPTIVE
Ah...
What did you happen?
4
RANDOM
What did you say?
4
MAXDB
Huh?
6
MAXR , ADAPTIVE

and the expected satisfaction of the response in EBDM systems.
Second, focusing on the difference between MAXDB and
MAXR , we also obtain a slight improvement. This demonstrates the utility of considering multiple responses for each
utterance.
Finally, focusing on the difference between MAXDB and
ADAPTIVE , we can see a significant improvement with the
highest average satisfaction to having adaptive response from
all example databases. In addition, focusing on the difference
between MAXR and ADAPTIVE, we can see a marginal significant improvement. These results indicate that performing
adaptive response selection can increase in response quality.
In Table 3, we show an example of responses selected by
each model. In the 6-th turn of user A, MAXR and ADAP TIVE got the best satisfaction score from the user. These two
system responses cause the interaction more kindly in comparison with other two system responses, and it is thought the
reason which make user satisfactory. Similarly, in the 37-th
turn of user B, MAXR and ADAPTIVE selected the same system response which was kindly interaction, and got a highest evaluation for a user. On the other hand, like the 29-th
turn of user C, we were often able to observe the situation
where the user wished the system did not strongly perform
an interaction. From these results, user satisfaction is considered enough as well as the appropriateness for the system
responses.
Finally, in Figure 4, we show average satisfactions for 4
quartiles of the dialogue (each period is approximately 10 triturns). From this result, we can see that ADAPTIVE is the
same as MAXR in the 2nd and 3rd quartile’s satisfactions, but
in the final quartile, ADAPTIVE improves satisfaction, possibly indicating that the model has adapted to the user somewhat by the end of the dialogue.

and multiple responses, and adaptive response selection. In
multi-response example database construction, we proposed
the structure of example which has response candidates corresponding to a query. In response selection, we proposed two
selection methods. The first is the STATIC method that considers the maximization of average satisfaction score, and the
other is the ADAPTIVE method that uses collaborative filtering over explicit user feedback utterances. In an evaluation,
we found that both proposed methods were effective, with
adaptive response selection resulting in the highest satisfaction scores.
While the experimental results showed that the adaptive
method is able to successfully select better response utterances, there are still a number of future challenges related to
refining the example database and response selection model.
The main potential for improvement lies in constructing response selection model acquired from larger training data. In
collaborative filtering, the utility of performing collaborative
filtering is largely influenced by whether a user similar to the
current user can be found in the data. Therefore, it is important that there are a large number of diverse users in the
database. Despite the fact that the database we used in this research was relatively small (5 annotators), we were still able
to achieve an improvement in accuracy, but it is likely that
larger databases could lead to further improvements in accuracy. In addition, we also plan to build the training data
for response selection using un-annotated dialogue corpora.
Specifically, when a dialogue is carried out by a new user,
it may be beneficial to add the predicted satisfaction data as
training data for collaborative filtering.
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